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KSC to hold World Space Expo Talent show
Andrew Zaback
Staff Reporter
On Nov. 1-4, the Kennedy Space
Center will be hosting the first annual World Space Expo. This will be
the second time in Kennedy Space
Center’s history that it will be hosting
an air show.
The goal for the weekend event is
to expose the general public to the
accomplishments made in space over
the last 50 years. Attractions range
from static displays to demonstration
flights, as well as interactive exhibits
and guest speakers.
Static displays will be located in

the Space Florida Commercial Space
Pavilion and will have some special
displays. Exhibitors will be showing
a full-scale model of Spaceship One,
two rocket simulators in which participants can race each other, and Lego
Displays of future spacecraft.
NASA will also have
a specialized pavilion for their development throughout the
years. This exhibit will
let visitors learn about
aerospace design from the
beginnings of NASA to the
present day.
Another display that visitors will
experience for the first time is a Vostok

capsule. The Vostok was Russia’s first
inhabitable spacecraft, and is more
commonly known as Sputnik 10.
In addition to the static displays, the
World Space Expo will have some
spectacular air demonstrations.
The feature for this event
will be the United States
Air Force Thunderbirds
performing last.
However, theirs will not
be the only aircraft flying over
the Visitors Complex. There
will also be P-51 Mustangs,
F-15 Eagles, F-18 Super Hornets
and the newest addition to the Air
Force’s fleet, the F-22 Raptor. All of
these planes will be doing demon-

strations over the NASA Causeway
Saturday and Sunday from 1 p.m. to
4 p.m..
The United States Army Golden
Knights Parachute Team will also
make an appearance. Finally, the 920
Rescue Wing, which was responsible for recovering the Mercury and
Gemini Capsules, will also do a demonstration.
This event does require a ticket for
admission. The ticket includes access
to the Visitors Complex and the air
show attractions. The cost will be $38
for adults and $28 for children ages
3 to 11. Visit www.worldspaceexpo.
com or call (321) 449-4444 for more
information.

We have liftoff

auditions
kick off
Homecoming
Amy Treutel
Opinions Editor

Anticipation
is
building for EmbryRiddle Aeronautical
University’s Prime
Time Homecoming
2007, which will
include a plethora of
fun activities for both
students and staff!
The festivities kick
off on Wednesday,
Nov. 7 with a movie on
the lawn. This year’s
movie, “The Simpsons
Movie,” is sure to be
a hit, so come out to
the West Lawn at 8:30
p.m. to watch it.
Then on Thursday,
Nov. 8, there will be
a Chalk Art Contest
in front of the library,
lasting from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m., where students can show off

their artistic talent.
Later that night, in the
Student Center, there
will be the Student
Talent Show. Students
have been working
hard to prepare their
talents, including singing, dancing and juggling, so make sure
to watch and support
your fellow classmates
at 8 p.m.
Career
Services
is holding its annual
Industry/Career Expo
Nov. 7-8, so students
and alumni can network, meet companies and learn about
various job positions,
co-ops and internships
that the over 100 companies attending are
offering. The expo is
held in the ICI Center
Please see “PRIMETIME,” page A3

GREG FRECHETTE/AVION

THE FIRST SIGNS OF Homecoming are
appearing with the talent show auditions
being held this week. Homecoming events
run from Nov. 5 through Nov. 10.

Volleyball
stays stong in
FSC play
Gonzales, the ERAU
lead was inflated to six.
ERAU Sports Info. Nelsen increased the
Eagle advantage further
MIAMI GARDENS, when she notched her
Fla. - For the second team-leading 54th sertime this season, the vice ace of the season.
ERAU volleyball team Friday’s match marked
reigned victorious over the 14th consecutive
Florida Sun Conference match this season that
foe Florida Memorial, Nelsen has charted a
defeating the Fighting service ace.
Lions in three games
ERAU showed its
by scores of 30-18, muscles in game two,
30-10 and 30-13.
holding the Lions to
In game one, the 10 points. The Eagles
Lions (5-13, 1-10 FSC) began the game with
stayed within a handful eight straight points
of points of the Eagles including five service
(15-13, 9-3 FSC) until aces from Kristen
Corey Dobrindia regis- Hassett. Later in the
tered a kill for ERAU’s game with the score
16th point. With the 15-6 in favor of the
Eagles leading 16-14, Eagles, ERAU strung
Jenni Nelsen began together 10 points
serving. After a pair of behind
Savannah
errors by the Lions and
attacks by Savannah Please see “VOLLETrakes and Marissa YBALL,” page A4
NaDean Schroeder

BEN COOPER/AVION

STS-120 AND THE SHUTTLE Discovery roars off the pad at 11:38:19 a.m. Tuesday, Oct 23. As seen from the roof of the Vehicle
Assembly building, the shuttle carries with it the International Space Station module Harmony. For a complete launch and mission report,
turn to Space Technology, page A11.
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M.E.D. Club has University approval
Mijeong Yoon

Comics Editor
The Medical Emergency
Disaster Relief Club (M.E.D.
Club), previously known as the
ERAU EMS Club, is now sanctioned by the University.
Just like any other student
organizations on campus, the
club has to register with Student
Activities (SA), file a budget
with SGA Finance Board and
participate in the SA required
meetings and activities. The difference is that the M.E.D. Club
is a working emergency medical
team “standing by defense for
immediate emergency care” for
the Daytona Beach campus of
ERAU.
Casey Kinosz, Alex Vergo and
Julio Arango started the M.E.D.
Club because they saw a need for
it on campus to assist Campus
Safety office. The club is modeled after Carnegie Mellon’s
EMS. It is open to anyone who is

interested in medicine or emergency medicine.
The M.E.D. Club has been
active for three years now with
the school lawyers being their
biggest obstacle of becoming an
active organization. Even though
the organization goes through
the same training as firefighters,
because they are students, the
university had to settle liability
issues. The organization recently acquired an insurance that
covers everyone including the
university, individuals and club,
which helped to get the club
sanctioned.
As sanctioned first responders working with the Campus
Safety, the M.E.D. Club is
allowed to provide the Basic
Life Support (BLS), which is the
most immediate care needed to
help speed up EVAC processing so the injured can get to the
hospital faster.
The club currently has 38
members, of whom eight are
trained EMTs, 16 are trained

First Responders and rest are
in middle of their training. It is
lead by Kinosz (Chief), Andrew
Theismann (Assistant Chief)
and Vergo (Captain). The EMT

“

As an EMT in
Florida,
you have a duty to
repsond.
-ANDREW THEISMANN

”

members are certified from
their home state and go through
extra reciprocity requirements
to practice in Florida. The club
is advised by Campus Safety’s
Crime Prevention Officer Debbie
Oelleich, and they work directly
with Director of Campus Safety
and Security Kevin Mannix,and
Safety Officer Bob Upperman.

“As an EMT in Florida, you
have a duty to respond,” said
Theismann.
During Spring 2006’s Student
Activities Fair, the M.E.D.
team, then known as ERAU
EMS, assisted a student who
collapsed in front of the Student
Center. As previously reported
in The Avion, when the EVAC
arrived 10 minutes later, they
were enthusiastic for their help.
ERAU EMS was able to stabilize the student and get the
basic information to speed up
the treatment process.
For now, the M.E.D. Club is
only in operation during business hours and during university
sponsored events, but they are
working towards becoming a
24-hour EMS service on campus.
When a call is made to Safety’s
Communications Center, they
dispatch their officers and make
a call to M.E.D. Club for their
crew to assist by providing BLS
and determine if the situation
requires ambulance. Each crew

Get to Know: Steve Master
Assistant Professor

Compiled by Melanie Pugh

Where are you

from? Richmond,

demands I get out of bed right this second?”
What is your cell phone ring tone? The song

Va.
Why did you

PHOTO COURTESY DARYL LABELLO

morning? Usually, it’s “Is there anything I have to do that

“Everybody’s changing” by Keane.

take this posi-

What do you hate most about Daytona Beach?

tion? After spend-

Probably just the way the roads and businesses get so

ing several years at

clogged during special events. I know it’s making money

Embry-Riddle as

for the city, but it’s a hassle for the locals.

an adjunct, I real-

What is one thing you’d like to accomplish in your

ized two things: I

life? Professionally, I just want to be able to look back

get a deep sense

and know I’ve made a positive impact on lives of students,

of

and that I’ve written a handful of things that readers have

fulfillment

from teaching, and this is a great place to do it because the

enjoyed reading.
What is in your freezer right now? Mostly stuff that’s

people are nice and the students are driven.
What did you do prior to coming to ERAU? I worked
for 21 years as a sports writer, mostly with the Daytona

so freezer-burned it needs to be tossed. That and a bunch
of ice-packs.
What was your first car? A Honda Prelude that looked

Beach News-Journal.
Do you have family/children? A wife, Jennifer.

considerably better when I got it than when I traded it in.

What are you most afraid of? Wow. That’s a tough one.

What song would you sing for karaoke? “Soul Kitchen”

Probably my biggest fear at this stage if my life is losing

by the Doors or “Sweet Pain” by Blues Traveler. Or some-

friends and loved ones. It’s not something you dwell on in

thing by Toad the Wet Sprocket without too many high

the rush of day-to-day life. But as you get older, it happens

notes.
What is your favorite quote? Just about anything by

more frequently. And it’s a lousy feeling.
What was your most embarrassing moment? Any
time someone gets in my truck. My wife calls it the “Trash

Woody Allen. I guess my favorite of his is, “I’m not afraid
to die, I just don’t want to be there when it happens.”
What is one piece of advice you would like to offer to

mobile” for good reason
What is your favorite band/artist(s)? Toad the Wet

ERAU students? To really cherish your college years. No

Sprocket and the Indigo Girls. David Gray is up there,

stage of you life goes by so quickly, and no stage is so full

too.

of opportunity to learn, experiment, get involved, and just

What is your first thought when you wake up in the

have a blast with your friends.
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which is the lower end of the
spectrum in the student organization member fees. However,
the individual student is responsible for the costs to cover various certifications.
It costs about $800 - $1,000
to become certified as an EMT,
with schooling at Daytona Beach
Community College. It Costs$40
to be come a First Responder
CPR is $10 for recertification
and $35 for a new certification.
M.E.D. Club is a part of
the National Collegiate EMS
Foundation (NCEMSF), whose
purpose is to support, promote
and advocate EMS on college and university campuses.
M.E.D. Club is one of the 84
private university EMS clubs of
the 228 total in the nation. The
NCEMSF also helps equipment
cost.
For more information, contact
vergo402@erau.edu or stop by
their meetings on the first and
third Thursdays of every month
at 7 p.m. in COA354.

AOPA presents
donation to ERAU
Press Release

Embry-Riddle Aero.Univ.
Continuing a 10-year alliance between the world’s
largest aviation organization and the world’s leading
aviation university, the Aircraft Owners and Pilots
Association (AOPA) recently
presented a $26,000 check to
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University as a donation to
the AOPA Career Pathways
Scholarship Fund.
Each year, AOPA contributes 10 percent of the AOPA
member dues paid by EmbryRiddle alumni to the university’s endowed scholarship
fund. Since 1999, AOPA has
donated $176,600 to help
deserving aviation students.
AOPA President Phil Boyer
presented the check to EmbryRiddle President John P.
Johnson on Oct. 18 during a
meeting of the Embry-Riddle
President’s Advisory Board in
Orlando, Fla.
“The long-term partnership between Embry-Riddle
and AOPA is going strong,”
said Dr. Johnson. “Not only
through the scholarship fund
but also through the valuable
services and benefits students
receive as AOPA members.
AOPA’s informational and
real-world resources complement the Embry-Riddle curriculum, enhancing the education and future careers of our
students.”
Seniors at Embry-Riddle’s
Daytona Beach and Prescott,
Ariz., campuses who are
AOPA members and meet the
following criteria are eligible
for an AOPA Career Pathways
Scholarship: majoring in
Aeronautical Science, minoring in Aviation Safety, intending to pursuing a career in aviation, and holding a CGPA of
3.0 or higher. As an endowed
scholarship, the award amounts
vary. Embry-Riddle’s under-

graduate Aeronautical Science
program is the largest in the
nation.
Every active Embry-Riddle
aviation student and 50 faculty members are AOPA
members, with AOPA membership
discounted
for
Aeronautical Science students. Since the relationship
between Embry-Riddle and
AOPA began 10 years ago,
the number of Embry-Riddle
alumni who maintain active
AOPA membership has almost
doubled, to 6,499.
AOPA has promoted the
interests of general aviation
pilots since 1939. Currently,
AOPA has 413,000 members,
representing 75 percent of all
general aviation pilots in the
United States.

“HOMECOMING”
from FRONT

from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 9 is University
Day, so students and staff will
enjoy a day without classes.
There are several activities
planned for Friday. First of all
is the Homecoming Parade,
with a theme this year of “Must
see … ERAU” at 3:30 p.m.
Following the parade, at 5 p.m.,
is the Tailgate Party at the ICI
Center, featuring free food,
giveaways, and country singer Keith Anderson. When the
tailgating ends, students should
head over to the Homecoming
Basketball game, where ERAU
plays Viterbo University starting at 7 p.m.
On Saturday, Nov. 10,
Homecoming 2007 concludes
with comedian Pablo Francisco
at 8 p.m. in the ICI Center. Stop
by the Student Activities office
for more information regarding
Homecoming 2007, and enjoy
all of the celebrations during Prime Time Homecoming
2007!
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is staffed by at least one state
certified EMT.
Currently, all the training is
done in-house because the club
does not have a transport; there is
no license required but the organization is recognized as a First
Response Agency. The course
is about three or four Sundays,
about 40 hours, with six months
of probation before becoming
a First Responder. Red Cross
instructors provide HIV/AIDS
and blood-borne pathogens education. The Daytona Beach Fire
and EVAC helps the organization on their training and helps
with the refreshers.
Finances is a big issue within
the club because the medical
equipment needed to assist are
very expensive. To be operational, the club needs at least $5,000.
SGA’s budget covers the insurance and the rest of the expenses
are covered with grants, fundraising and other resources. The
club dues for the first year is
$10 and $5 in subsequent years,
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Industry/Career Expo
Amy Treutel

Opinions Editor
All students looking for
a jump start into their postgraduate careers can attend the
Industry/Career Expo hosted by
Career Services on Nov. 7-8.
The expo provides students and
alumni an excellent way to network with different companies
and even find jobs, co-ops and
internships. Many of the companies attending will be accepting resumes from candidates,
and some companies will even
be setting up interviews for prospective employees while on
campus.
The expo is open from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Over 100 different

companies will be attending the
expo. Like years prior, the expo
is sold out, with many companies on a waiting list. Some
of the companies registered
include: Boeing, Honeywell
Aerospace, Northwest Airlines,
Eclipse Aviation, and Lockheed
Martin. A complete list can be
found on the Career Services
website, http://www.erau.edu/
career/expo/index.html.
There are several things to
do in order to be ready for the
expo. Career Services has held
several presentations to help
prepare students, including a
resume writing presentation and
a presentation about having a
good interview. In the coming
weeks, several more are scheduled to aid students in preparing

and getting the most out of the
expo. Also, many companies
are giving information sessions,
where they will speak to students about the individual company. The dates and times for
the various presentations and
sessions are located on the university calendar.
Students and alumni are
encouraged to make an appointment to visit their Program
Manager to prepare for interviewing and have their resume
critiqued before the expo.
Otherwise, on Thursday and
Friday, there will be walk-up
resume critiques on the flight
deck, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
where Program Managers will
be available to help revise your
resume.

This Week’s Happenings
Happy Halloween!

Tuesday Oct. 30
Resume Writing
Presentation
E607 5:30 p.m.

SGA Meeting
Endeavour Room
12:45 p.m.
Wednesday Oct. 31
99’s Halloween BBQ
Flight Line 11 a.m.
Working the Expo/
Networking
COA 354 5:15 p.m.
Thursday Nov. 1
Walk-up Resume
Critiques Flight Deck
10 a.m.-2 p.m.

GREG FRECHETTE/AVION

ALPHA PHI OMEGA AND Tri Sigma held their sixth annual Teeter-Totter-a-thon on
the West Lawn on Tuesday afternoon and continued through Thursday. The event
was a fundraiser for children’s cancer research and raised over $300.
Advertisement

TNG Weekly Movie
Underdog
IC Auditorium 8:30 p.m.
Friday Nov. 2
Walk-up Resume
Critiques
Flight Deck
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
In the Game Meeting
A101 6 p.m.
Saturday Nov. 3
Volleyball Game
vs SCAD
ICI Center 12 p.m.
Clashing Cultures Dance
Night
Student Center 10 p.m.

Sports

Page
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Litchfield nets pair, takes season lead
Alison Smalling

ERAU Sports Info
BABSON PARK, Fla. – Sam
Litchfield extended his scoring
streak to three matches after
netting both goals in the Eagles’
2-1 victory against Florida
Sun Conference foe Webber
International on Wednesday.
Litchfield, who was named the
league’s Offensive Player of the
Week for the week ending Oct.
21, scored with just under five

minutes remaining in the second
overtime period to improve the
Eagles’ record to 6-7-2 overall
and 5-3-1 in league play. The
Warriors fall to 7-8 and 4-5 in
the FSC.
In the first half, the Eagles
controlled much of the possession, but the Warriors held a 6-3
advantage in shots, including
a three shot sequence 14 minutes into the match. But both
defenses managed to keep the
ball out of their respective nets,
resulting in a scoreless tie at

the half.
The Eagles finally broke the
deadlock in the 77th minute.
Carl Sheard got the ball from
AJ Barrett on the right side
and got a cross into the box.
WIU keeper Tony Restino got
a hand to the ball but couldn’t
hold on to it and the rebound
fell to Litchfield who hit a shot
through traffic to put the Eagles
up 1-0.
The Warriors knotted the
score less than four minutes
later. After David Wahlberg’s

shot from 30 yards out went off
the cross bar, Adam Bates collected the rebound and got the
ball to Andy Glynn who headed
home the equalizer, sending the
match into overtime.
Both teams had opportunities
to score in the first overtime
period, but neither could capitalize resulting in another 10

minutes of play.
As the second overtime progressed it appeared as though
the match was destined for a
draw until the 105:26 mark when
Joe Yoffe released Litchfield on
the right side. Litchfield took a
touch before calmly slotting the
ball to the lower right corner to
give the Eagles the win.

Ian Levine, the FSC’s
Defensive Player of the Week,
collected six saves, while
Restino pulled in two saves for
the Warriors.
The Blue and Gold will close
out regular season play at 3:30
p.m. on Oct. 30 when they travel to Miami to take on league
opponent St. Thomas.

Volleyball takes down St.
Thomas, Northwood, FMU
“VOLLEYBALL”
from FRONT

Trakesí serving, including four
aces.
Game three went similarly to
the first two games, with the
Eagles putting together multiple-point runs to win the game
and the match.
Hassett led the match in assists
with 20 and tallied seven aces in
the match, the most in a threegame match this season. Alana
Martinez had a match-high 12
kills while Rebecca Heller and
Janelle Marinos were two of
four individuals tied for the most
digs in the match with seven.

MELANIE PUGH/AVION

FRESHMAN FORWARD SAM LITCHFIELD continued his good recent good form by scoring
both of the Eagles goals, including the winning overtime tally, in their 2-1 win over Webber.
Litchfield now has nine goals on the season, three of them being game winners.

MIAMI GARDENS, Fla.
- The Eagles volleyball team
entered double-digit Florida Sun
Conference wins on Saturday
afternoon with a 3-0 victory
over the St. Thomas Bobcats
by scores of 30-16, 32-30 and
30-15.
In ERAUís fourth win against
STU (7-19, 4-8 FSC) this season,
Savannah Trakes had a matchhigh 14 kills while the Eagles
(16-13, 10-3 FSC) converted on
33.7 percent of their attacks.
A 9-0 run by the Eagles to
make the game one score 17-7
pushed momentum in ERAUís
favor, as the Blue and Gold went
on to win 30-16.
The Bobcats did not go down
as easily in game two despite
allowing the Eagles to begin the
game with six straight points.

Advertisement

ZACH MAHONE/AVION

THE EAGLES HAVE BEEN able to win the big games this
season, keeping a 10-3 record in the FSC while only managing a 16-13 mark in all competitions.
ERAU was leading the game
until it entered a 19-19 tie and
then possession of the lead shifted back and forth until Janelle
Marinos registered a kill to give
the Eagles a 32-30 victory.
St. Thomas led to begin
game three but with the game
equalized at five, Jenni Nelsen
notched a service ace, a feat she
has accomplished in 15 consecu-

tive matches. The Eagles never
looked back from there as they
handily won game three, 30-15.
Marinos has a match-high 12
digs while Marissa Gonzales
had 34 assists in the match.
Alana Martinez led all players
in blocks with three solos and
one assisted.
ERAU will play next at Flagler
on Wednesday at 7 p.m.

Sports
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ERAU Sports Info.
LAKELAND, Fla. - The regular season ended on a soggy
note for ERAU, as a torrential downpour delayed and
shortened the match at Florida
Southern on Tuesday night.
After an 80 minute delay and
only 70 minutes of play, the
Mocs defeated the Eagles 4-0.
The Mocs accrued three
goals before the 24th minute,
when the skies opened and a
sheet of rain covered the field
quicker than the athletes were
able to get to shelter. The game
stopped for 80 minutes and
when the teams returned to the
field, the conditions were less
than stellar.
Looking to close out the
regular season with a complete game and allow Florida
Southern’s seniors to participate in a final full game, the
coaches agreed to shortening
the game to 70:01 - just enough
to make it official.
Upon returning, the Mocs

Brian Richardson

Iron Eagles Rugby

FSC Standings
Northwood		

5-0 (12-1-0)

SCAD			

4-1 (11-2-1)

Embry-Riddle		

3-2 (7-8-0)

St. Thomas 		

2-3 (8-8-1)

Webber Int’l.		

1-4 (7-7-0)

An intense rivalry has developed between the Eagles and
University of South Florida.
Based on rankings this year
these two teams were scheduled to play each other again.
It was the third place Eagles
against the fourth place Bulls;
the Bulls were also trying
to avenge their first loss to
the Eagles earlier this season
24-17. USF had home field
advantage this time and came
out with a fierce intensity.
The Eagles were playing
five first-season players, with
some regular players unavailable to travel this weekend.
Phil Gable, Chris Morgan, Ken
Meierjuren, Dan Huber, and
Stefan Lee stepped up huge
for the Eagles. USF came out
on fire and kept the pressure
on for the 60 minutes and the

Warner Southern 0-5 (7-9-0)
scored one more goal and finalized a 4-0 victory while the
level of play was decreased
greatly due to large puddles and
unpredictable ball movement.
Stephanie Taylor had eight
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Iron Eagles stay perfect

Women’s Soccer end season
in torrential downpour
Press Release

Page

Eagles were bending. USF
scored first but Mark Eichner
was able to set up Stefan for
his first score ever to tie it
up. USF scored again and
Eichner was able to tie the
score at 14 as the half ended.
USF kept coming and took the
lead early in the second half
before Eichner broke through
the defensive line to tie up the
score. After this it seemed the
momentum was starting to go
the Eagles way and that USF’s
stamina was fading. That’s
when the back line got things
going again down the far sideline and once again Eichner
finished it off and the Eagles
finally had the lead late in the
game.
Unfortunately, USF found
a second wind and the Eagles
were fighting desperately to
hold on to their lead. For
what seemed like an eternity
the Eagles stymied every USF
attempt. After a penalty for

being offsides, the referee blew
the whistle to signal the end of
the game, when he realized a
game could not end on a penalty. USF had one last attempt
and came out firing, and the
reoccurring theme struck again
as Eichner came up big stealing the ball and returning it 70
meters to end the game.
This group of rookies grew
up today, and this experience
will serve them well as the
Eagles have secured a trip
to the playoffs Dec, first and
second. There are still two
regular season games; on Nov.
3, third place UNF comes to
the campus of ERAU at the
rec field north of the student
village. There will be three
games starting at 11 a.m. with
the Iron Eagles kicking off
at 3 p.m. Concessions will
be available. Anyone can
still join any time; check out
www.daytonabeachrugby.org
for more details.

saves in goal for the Eagles.
With the regular season completed, the Eagles now look
ahead to the Region XIV tournament in Savannah, Ga beginning on Nov. 2.

PHOTO COUTESY IRON EAGLES RUGBY

MELANIE PUGH/AVION

THE WOMEN ENDED THEIR regular season in horrendous conditions. The Eagles finished the
season third in the FSC with an under .500 record. This week the women will try to make their
mark at the NAIA region XIV tournament before hosting the national tournament on Nov. 14.

Come support the Eagles Volleyball team at
their last home game on Saturday Nov. 3.
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Venezuela sees cocaine smuggling
Juan Forero

The Washington Post
Colombian drug kingpins in
league with corrupt Venezuelan
military officers are increasingly
using this country as a way station for smuggling cocaine to
the United States and Europe,
according to Colombian and
U.S. officials. The Bush administration’s dismal relations with
Venezuela’s government have
made matters worse, anti-drug
agencies say, paralyzing counternarcotics cooperation.
Venezuela does not cultivate
the leaf from which cocaine is
derived. Instead, this country
on South America’s northern
fringe, along with Ecuador and
Central America, has long been
a stopover for cocaine produced
in neighboring Colombia, the
world’s top producer.
Now, however, the volume
of cocaine trafficked through
Venezuela has risen sharply.
Shipments have increased significantly, with suspected northbound drug flights out of the
country increasing threefold
from 2003 to 2006, according
to American radar tracking.
Counter-drug officials say up to
220 tons of cocaine — a third of
what Colombia produces — now
pass through Venezuela, double
the figure in the 1990s. Most
of it is bound for the United
States and burgeoning markets

in Spain, Britain and Italy.
The traffickers have operated with illegally obtained
Venezuelan identification cards
from agencies as varied as the
National Guard, the DISIP intelligence agency and even the
economy ministry, all while living in some of the finest neighborhoods in the Venezuelan capital, according to authorities in

“

Now the situation in Venezuela
is grave, grave,
grave...
-MILDRED CAMERO

”

Bogota, the Colombian capital,
and in Caracas. The trend has
led to spiraling turf wars among
drug gangs in Caracas slums
and has directly challenged the
government’s ability to rein in
corruption.
“The problem of drugs has
gotten out of the hands of
Venezuela,” said Mildred
Camero, a former drug czar in
President Hugo Chavez’s government and now a consultant on
narcotics to the United Nations,
the United States and private
industry.
“Now the situation in Venezuela

is grave, grave, grave,” Camero
added. “At some moment, we’re
going to collapse.”
In an interview, Venezuelan
Attorney
General
Isaias
Rodriguez characterized the corruption as isolated and said the
government has made fighting
the drug trade a priority. But he
acknowledged the problem and
said traffickers have corrupted
some Venezuelan officials while
working hand in hand with others.
“In the DISIP, which is the
intelligence police, and undoubtedly in some sectors of the
National Guard, there is complacency or participation in drug
trafficking,” Rodriguez said.
“And not just them, but civil
officials at airports.”
Rodriguez said his office is
investigating officials in the judicial police and the armed forces
who are suspected of having
supplied government ID cards to
traffickers or provided them with
protection. Among high-level
officials under investigation are
three National Guard generals,
including Alexis Maneiro, a former head of intelligence.
In response to U.S. criticism
that Venezuela has failed to
make anti-drug operations a priority, Rodriguez said he has fired
23 prosecutors and 150 judges
tainted by the trade, while overseeing stepped-up prosecutions
leading to 3,670 convictions. He
also said Camero’s replacement
as drug czar, Luis Correa, was
removed from office this year
as rumors swirled — many of
them provided by Colombian
traffickers — that he cooperated
with cocaine kingpins. Correa
has denied the accusations.
“Before, there was no control,”
Rodriguez said, contrasting the
situation in recent years with the
situation now. “That’s why we
think it’s absurd and absolutely
unjust the declarations that the
Bush administration makes at
this moment.”
Counter-drug officials in
Washington say Venezuela’s
failure comes just as increased
pressure on cartels in Colombia
— part of a seven-year, $5 billion counternarcotics campaign
funded by the United States —
is forcing traffickers out. The
campaign has led to the arrest
of major trafficking suspects,
including Diego Montoya, the
Norte del Valle cartel leader
arrested in September.
“The effort by these criminal
organizations is to avoid pressure,” said John Walters, director
of the White House Office of
National Drug Control Policy.
“They go to places where they
think they will be able to avoid
pressure. Their movement shows
you where weaknesses are.”
Colombian intelligence has
detected as many as seven major
Colombian traffickers operating in Venezuela, among them
Wilber Varela, considered by
some anti-drug agencies to be
South America’s most powerful
cartel leader. Colombian authorities say renegade commanders
from a disbanded right-wing
paramilitary coalition also operate along Venezuela’s northern
border, while Marxist rebels
have influence to the south.
Compounding the problem is

JUAN FORERO/ WASHINGTON POST

the corruption among government forces on the 1,300-mile
border Colombia shares with
Venezuela. It is so serious, officials say, that a group of generals in the Venezuelan National
Guard is believed to be running
a virtual operation known as the
Cartel of the Suns, a reference to
the stars on their uniforms.
“A Venezuelan military officer
fights to get sent to the border,”
said Camero, the former drug
czar, who was abruptly forced
out in 2005. “He knows he’ll earn
more money there than simply
as an officer of the Venezuelan
armed forces.”
In interviews, two jailed members of trafficking organizations
— both of whom have provided
information to Colombian and
Venezuelan officials — spoke of
coordination between Venezuelan
authorities and traffickers.
“They collaborated with narco-traffickers, and they’d work
with us,” said Rafael Garcia, a
former Colombian intelligence
official who was also a member
of the once-powerful Northern
Bloc of the United Self-Defense
Forces, a paramilitary organization.
Garcia, who is jailed in
Bogota, said one of the biggest Colombian traffickers in
Venezuela has been Hermagoras
Gonzalez, better known as the
Fatman Gonzalez, who authorities say has obtained credentials
from the DISIP.
Another suspected trafficker,
Farid Feris Dominguez, jailed in
Combita prison north of Bogota,
spoke of how he lived in a
$900,000 house in the exclusive
La Lagunita neighborhood of
Caracas and enjoyed the privileges of a Venezuelan diplomatic
passport. He said he had also
been close to Correa, the former
drug czar removed by Chavez.
The Venezuelan government
said Dominguez’s arrest in
Caracas last year, and subsequent handover to Colombian
authorities, shows its commitment to arresting cartel leaders.
But Dominguez said Venezuelan
authorities had extorted him and
only handed him over to the

Colombians after they’d concluded he’d become a liability.
“They betrayed me, the same
agencies I had been working
with,” he said.
The traffickers have stepped
up their activities as Venezuela’s
government has sharply curtailed
relations with U.S. counter-drug
officials.
Saying his government would
not stand for what he called
violations of Venezuela’s sovereignty, Chavez banned American
surveillance flights in its airspace in 1999, shortly after taking office. Then, in August 2005,
he suspended bilateral antidrug cooperation after accusing the U.S. Drug Enforcement
Administration of spying, charges the Bush administration strenuously denies.
Though Venezuelan relations
with Colombian officials, par-

“

I saw my son be
born, and I saw
him die...

-MERCEDES CARABALLO

”

ticularly those on the border, are
somewhat better, high-ranking
officials in that country’s security services say cooperation on
drug issues has steadily worsened.
“What changed dramatically
has not just been that corruption
has grown more profound, but
that the cooperation stopped with
us and the North Americans,”
said a high-ranking police official in Bogota who has long
coordinated counternarcotics
operations. “We used to be able
to call and say: `Show me this.’
`Let’s check that.’ Now, they
won’t even take our calls.”
The trafficking of cocaine into
Venezuela is made easy by a
porous border torn by violence
and marked by hundreds of dirt
trails and dozens of unmonitored

rivers.
In recent years, traffickers
have transported tons of cocaine
on hundreds of short flights from
jungle airstrips in Colombia to
landing pads just a few miles
away in Venezuela flights so
short that Colombia’s air force
has little time to intercept.
Small planes then depart from
as far south as the Venezuelan
state of Apure, nearly 300 miles
south of the coastline, and
fly north to Dutch islands or
Hispaniola, which is shared by
the Dominican Republic and
Haiti. That’s the last step before
the contraband is shipped to U.S.
cities.
Cocaine is also smuggled to
Europe via shipping containers,
on clandestine flights to Africa
or on airliners using Caracas’s
international airport, where
American authorities say airport
workers are bribed to permit the
smuggling of a ton of cocaine
each month.
The consequences of the
cocaine pipeline have been
felt across Venezuelan society,
which has experienced an alarming spike in homicides and other
crimes in recent years.
Before recently extraditing Luis
Hernando Gomez Bustamante to
face drug charges in the United
States, Colombian police interrogated him about drug operations through Venezuela. Gomez
described Venezuela as a “temple” to cocaine trafficking and
said the Venezuelans have no
idea what’s about to hit them.
In many neighborhoods of
Caracas, residents already know.
The drug trade has meant gangs
fighting for control. When they
lose, it can mean death.
One resident, Deivi Alexander
Batista, who had hoped to play
professional baseball, was killed
on a recent night — shot eight
times on the street by gang
members. His mother, Mercedes
Eloisa Caraballo, rushed to
where he had fallen and held
him as he died.
“I saw my son be born, and I
saw him die,” she said, crying
softly. “I saw him die in a way
that was so cowardly.”

U.S. strike on Iran would raise oil prices
Steven Mufson

The Washington Post

A U.S. military strike against
Iran would have dire consequences in petroleum markets,
say a variety of oil industry
experts, many of whom believe
that the prospect of pandemonium in those markets makes
U.S. military action unlikely
despite escalating economic
sanctions imposed by the Bush
administration.
The small amount of excess
oil production capacity worldwide would provide an insufficient cushion if armed conflict
disrupted supplies, oil experts
say, and petroleum prices
would skyrocket. Moreover, a
wounded or angry Iran could
easily retaliate against oil
facilities from southern Iraq to
the Strait of Hormuz.
Oil prices jumped to $90.46
a barrel in New York Thursday
as the Bush administration
tightened U.S. financial sanctions on Iran over its alleged
support for terrorism and
issued new warnings about
Tehran’s nuclear program.
Tensions between Turkey and
Kurds in northern Iraq and
fresh doubts about OPEC output levels also helped drive
the price of oil up $3.36 a barrel, or 3.8 percent.

Oil traders said that even if
the chances of military conflict
with Iran were small, the huge
run-up in oil prices that would
result encourages some speculators and investment funds to
bid up the price of oil, adding
a premium of anywhere from
$3 to $15 a barrel.
“It will be chaos. ... I can’t
really see it,” said Abdulsamad
al-Awadi, an oil trading consultant and former executive
at Kuwait Petroleum. “Having
been in the marketplace for
almost 30 years, I can’t see a
scenario for it. Or precautionary measures (that oil companies could take). There are no
precautionary measures.”
“If war breaks out, anticipate that all hell will break
loose in the oil markets,” said
Robin West, chairman of PFC
Energy, a Washington oil consulting firm.
“If it’s a clinical strike like
the one that Israel carried out
on the Syrian installations
and no one admitted to doing
it, you’d have a fierce reaction from Iran, but it would
probably die down,” said Leo
Drollas, deputy executive
director and chief economist of
the Center for Global Energy
Studies, a London think tank
founded by former Saudi oil
minister Ahmed Zaki Yamani.
“If it were a botched job with

lots of targets and civilians
dying and Iranians retaliating
... it could escalate and the
price of oil could shoot up to
God knows where.”
Ominous warnings about
oil prices have preceded other
conflicts in the oil-rich Persian
Gulf, and spikes in crude prices proved fleeting in the past.
But during earlier conflicts
in the region — the Iran-Iraq

“

If war breaks
out, anticipate that
all hell will break
lose in the oil
markets.
-ROBIN WEST

”

war in the 1980s, the Gulf
War in 1991 and even the
2003 U.S.-led invasion of Iraq
— the world’s oil exporting
countries had enough capacity to make up for the oil
exports disrupted. Not so this
time. Demand has grown, and
output has fallen in many oilproducing countries.
Almost all of the world’s
excess oil production resides

in Saudi Arabia, which is
capable of boosting output by
a little more than 2 million
barrels a day. Iran produces
2.5 million barrels a day.
Moreover, while some members of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries
fear that high prices would
hurt oil demand and undercut long-term revenues, others
are content and see no need
to boost output. In a meeting with reporters in Caracas
Thursday, Venezuelan energy
minister Rafael Ramirez said
that the market is “well supplied.” Earlier Venezuelan
President Hugo Chavez said
he expects oil prices to climb
higher.
“Can the world do without Iranian oil exports at the
present time? The answer is
just,” said a senior planning
executive at a major European
oil company, who insisted on
anonymity because the company’s policy is not to publicly discuss oil prices. “There
is enough spare capacity to
offset Iranian exports, but it
would be very tight. If every
spigot were open everywhere,
including Saudi Arabia, that
should just about cover it. But
it’s not comfortable.”
“That’s just arithmetic,” he
added, “but is it all as simple
as that? The question is: What

would the Iranians do in retaliation?”
He and others noted that
Iran would not need to attack
well-guarded facilities in places like Saudi Arabia or harass
tankers in the U.S.-patrolled
Strait of Hormuz. It could
simply collaborate with Shiite
forces in southern Iraq to cut
off Iraq’s roughly 1.7 million
barrels a day of production,
further weakening its neighbor
while driving up prices for its
own exports.
“Certainly when you lose
2.5 million barrels a day of
Iranian production, which is
the most likely case scenario,
that will literally just make the
market go berserk,” al-Awadi
said. Asked whether the companies he worked with had
contingency plans, he said,
“The oil industry does not
have contingency plans. We
are not military people.”
The senior executive from
the European oil company said
that his firm does not have
contingency plans, either.
“You come to a point where
you say it’s indefinable,” he
said. “You sit around and ask,
what would we as a company
do differently? The answer is
nothing. You deal with it at
the time.”
Most industrialized nations
do have contingency plans;

they have strategic petroleum reserves that could be
tapped during an emergency.
The U.S. Strategic Petroleum
Reserve, which was tapped
during Operation Desert Storm
in 1991 and after Hurricane
Katrina in 2005, currently has
nearly 700 million barrels,
enough to cover about 68 days
of U.S. oil imports from all
sources.
Although the Bush administration is not openly threatening a military strike against
Iran, the president recently
spoke of needing to avoid
“World War III” and Vice
President Dick Cheney said
that the United States would
“not stand by” while Iran continued its nuclear program.
“We will not allow Iran to
have a nuclear weapon,” he
said. Thursday, Secretary of
State Condoleezza Rice said
that Bush is “committed to a
diplomatic course on Iran,” but
she added that U.S. patience is
“not limitless and allies need
to know that.”
“These crises have a habit
of bursting on the scene and
leading to unforeseen places,”
Drollas said. “Everyone wants
it not to happen, but it’s like a
crash happening slowly. You
can see the two cars coming
toward each other ... There’s
an inevitability about it.”
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Opinions

Elevator problems

I have lived in O'Connor
for the past four years, and
no offense to Riddle, but
those are the worst elevators
I've ever been in. It's real
"comforting"
when
the
elevator misses the fifth
floor and goes all the way
up and hits the ceiling and
almost free falls about two
feet or so back to the fifth
floor. That’s happened to me
twice so far. The O’Connor
elevator on the left, when
looking at them from in
front of the elevators, can’t
even open its doors right.
Right now, both O’Connor
elevators just randomly
stop working sometimes. I
remember a number of times
in the past few weeks, and
maybe longer, where the
elevator will be sitting there
on a floor and never move.
Usually they would be stuck
on the first floor and the
doors won’t open. The button
is lit up and everything, but
it does nothing. Once I was
standing there for a couple

minutes with my bike, and
there were about five others
there. I ended up carrying the
bike up the stairs to the fifth
floor and everyone else gave
up and took the stairs because
both elevators were broken.
I’d really like to know why
they always have problems.
It took a while before the
inspection stickers were even
replaced after it was out
of inspection for almost a
month.
Also, another point I would
like to add about the elevators,
and this doesn't have to do
with the elevators, it's about
the people that ride them. I
can’t stand these lazy people
who use the elevator to go up
one floor when they aren't with
a bike or shopping cart. They
are just there by themselves,
maybe with a book bag, and
they still use the elevator to
go up one floor. There's no
excuse for that unless you are
really sick or something. We're
talking about one floor here;
I mean, seriously. The funny

part is, every time I see it
happen when there are others
in the elevator who have to
wait because of this person,
they all make fun of them
when they leave. The only
other excuse that there is
might be in Adams Hall when
you have to go up one floor
because there are no stairs
by the elevator, they are all
the way down the hall. That's
just bad designing; it's faster
to use the elevator in that
case, but not in O'Connor or
Wood halls. The worst one
I saw yet. was legendary. I
actually saw (no joke) a
person use the elevator, not
carrying anything, to go
from the fifth floor, to the
fourth floor. Wow… If you go
outside the U.S., this country gets made fun of often
for being lazy, and this just
backs that up and doesn’t create a very good image. If some
people are too lazy to go one
floor of stairs anymore, what’s
next?
~Roy Scharf
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In honor of Halloween, Casper has arrived
to say he likes reading opinions. Casper
is friendly, but he still is a ghost, so
submit
your opinions to avion.
newsroom@gmail.com
and avoid those nasty
hauntings.
Happy Halloween!

Future Student Forum

Current Student Forum

The Avion asks: “What are your reasons for coming to ERAU?”

The Avion asks: “Have your reasons for coming to ERAU changed?”

-Compiled by Brandon Boekelman, Melanie Pugh, Bob Scheid

-Compiled by Brandon Boekelman, Melanie Pugh, Bob Scheid

Jahnar Resilard
Hollywood, Fla.
Aeronautical Science

George Wynn
San Antonio, Texas
Aeronautical Science

Mark Brinsko
Winter Haven, Fla.
Aeronautical Science

Selene Richardson
Senior
Aviation Maint. Science

James Willams
Junior
Aeronautical Science

Joe Le
Sophomore
Aerospace Engineering

“I want to be a pilot in
the Air Force and this
is the best place to
become one.”

“It is the best aviation
school without a military
background.”

“I heard from a friend
that this was a good
school.”

“I came here to be a
pilot and I am a pilot. I
changed majors, but that
is it.”

“I wanted to be a pilot
and I still am because
I didn’t want to waste
all of the money that I
already spent.”

“Yes and no. It is still
one of the best colleges
and now it is a good way
to be away from home.”

Shane Jakomeit
Lakeland, Fla.
Aerospace Engineering

Sarah West
Mulberry, Fla.
Aerospace Engineering

Ali Chojnacki
Erie, Pa.
Aeronautical Science

Stef Gil
Junior
Aeronautics

Max Hirsh
Sophomore
Aerospace Engineering

Xavier Rivera
Senior
Air Traffic Management

“It is the best place for
AE and AS and it looks
like a good place to go.”

“I like the small,
individualized campus
and that it has a good
standing in the industry.”

“I am interested in
becoming a pilot in a
male dominated field.”

“The reasons haven’t
changed but I hate the
location of the school.”

“No. It has always been
and will be my passion
for rockets.”

“I came for AE, but I
couldn’t see the light at
the end of the tunnel. I
switched majors and
lived happily ever after.”
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FDQ MNF
Big screen
takes over
West Lawn

Marko Budimcic

Phi Delta Theta

Last Monday, Phi Delta
Theta and Touch-N-Go sponsored their annual outdoor Monday Night Football
event. There were outdoor
games on hand, free Sonny’s
BBQ pulled pork sandwiches, and a beer garden provided by Sodexho.
According to Touch-N-Go
Chair Mark Mebert, over 400
people showed up, judging
by the amount of food eaten.
Those who attended were
treated to a 30-foot screen
showing the Indianapolis

Colts take on the Jacksonville Jaguars. The Colts ended
up winning 29-7.
Phi Delta Theta would
like to thank everyone who
helped make this successful
event possible. First, many
thanks go to Touch-N-Go
productions for co-sponsoring the event and working tirelessly to make it
happen. Phi Delta Theta
would also like to thank
Student Activities, especially Aaron Clevenger and
Lauren Moran, for their assistance in planning the event
as well as staying all night to
make sure things went well.
Finally, we would like to
thank Campus Safety for their
assistance.
Thanks to all who came
out to enjoy food, drink
and football on the West
Lawn. We wish everyone luck with their classes and
look forward to seeing you at
future events.

SAE update
Alligators,
flag
football and
volleyball
William Gons
SAE

Our week started with
the second annual Float-ADate trip to Ginnie Springs.
Everybody who went had a
great time, hanging out and
floating down the river. Our
president, Sam, had the most
excitement from the trip. Sam
tried to catch a real alligator
that was seen on the far bank
of the river. He was within
five feet of the alligator before
it awoke and lunged after Sam.
Sam barely escaped the jaws

by jumping into a tree. He
had to wait 20 minutes in the
tree before the alligator finally
swam away.
We have had a busy week
for the SAE intramural
teams. We started off on Tuesday with our first flag football
victory over AHP. Leading the
offense was Chad Curtiss as
our new Quarterback. The
defense was unstoppable, with
three interceptions by Patrick
McGinn, Campbell Meyer
and Gugz. The final score was
6-0.
The volleyball team did
equally as well against Phi
Delta Theta for a 15-6 victory in the third game. The
highlight of the game was a
trick play led off by Grady
Valentine. He set the ball to
Townsend Hyatt who faked the
spike, letting Tom Voils crush
the volleyball, like a mad lion
attacking its prey. Come out
and support the SAE lions this
week.
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Kiss-a-Horse Fundraiser

GREG FRECHETTE/AVION

DR. JOHN JOHNSON GIVES a lucky horse a kiss on Friday for the Homeland Security Student Association’s
(HSSA)Kiss-a-Horse Fundraiser. Johnson’s jar raised $150, and matched Dr. Jim Ramsay’s $127, making him
kiss the other end of the horse. HSSA raised over $450 so they can attend a Department of Homeland Security
Conference held in Orlando in the beginning of December.

Holiday bike donations
Charles Taylor
Dept. of AMS

The Society of Aviation
Technicians at Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical
University
today announced that it
is proud to present its annual holiday bicycle donation program by providing
local community children
with “refurbished” bicycles
donated by local citizens and
university faculty, staff and
students. After the bicycles
are received from the public,
students from the Society of
Aviation Technicians provide
the manpower and skill to
bring new life for an otherwise unwanted or distressed
bike. A new seat here, a coat
of paint there and a final safety

check make for a welcome gift
for local children. Girls and
boys enjoy a gift of wheels
which they may not have otherwise received if not for the
generosity of the contributors
to the program.
•The Society of Aviation
Technicians is a University
Club formed by students at
Embry-Riddle’s
Charles
Taylor,
Department
of
Aviation
Maintenance
Science. The department was
dedicated to honor of the little known “Wright Brothers”
mechanic Charles Taylor
the bicycle mechanic who
was the builder of the first
aircraft engine and maintained the aircraft for the Wright

Brothers. Charles Taylor’s
contribution to aviation made
it possible for America to be
the first country with sustained
powered flight.
•The Society of Aviation
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Technicians promotes professionalism and a sense of fellowship among students interested in aviation and aerospace
technical careers.
•The club’s activities in the
community are an important
part of its charter by encouraging the development of
aviation skills and by prom
oting aviation to civic
and
professional
organ
izations.
•The club is open to the
University and to community
students interested in aviation
or aerospace technical careers.
Our motto is “We keep ‘em
flying!”
Additional
information
about the Society of Aviation
Technicians may be obtained at
http://www.gocivil.com or by
contacting Arthur Eldridge.

AOA builds houses
Chris Naybor

Alpha Omicron Alpha
On Saturday, Sept. 22, and
Saturday, Sept. 27, members
of Alpha Omicron Alpha
(AOA),
Embry-Riddle’s
Aeronautical Honor Society,
aided volunteers with Habitat
for Humanity in various construction duties at two Daytona
area Habitat construction sites.
AOA members engaged in the
installation of base boards,
painted doors, installed tiles
and sealed cracks. AOA
members have also recently
volunteered their time at the
Daytona Braille and Talking
Book Library, assisting with
the recording of audio books
and sorting of Braille books.
Alpha Omicron Alpha looks
forward to many upcoming volunteer and charity events during the rest
of the fall and spring semesters, including the return of
the Pull-A-Plane event, which
will take place next semester and will benefit charity.
Members of AOA also plan

on volunteering many more
hours of service to Habitat
for Humanity in the future,
including assisting the organization in their upcoming
Bubba Gump Building Block
Party on Nov. 11.
The purpose of AOA is to
define leaders in aviation and
to promote safety. In addition
to volunteering in philanthropic causes around the Daytona
Beach area, AOA members
attend weekly meetings and
gain exposure and learn more
about aviation through events
such as NBAA, tours of

local aviation points of interest, guest speaker presentations and contact with past
alumni currently employed in
the aviation field. Students
who are interested in joining Alpha Omicron Alpha
can attend the honor society’s
meetings every Tuesday night
at 7 p.m. in the College of
Aviation building, room 356.
Applications are accepted at
the beginning of every Fall
and Spring semester. Visit
www.alphaomicronalpha.org
for information on future AOA
events.

PHOTO COURTESY ALPHA OMICRON ALPHA

Letters abound for kids
Kate Cormier
Up ‘til Dawn

Thank you to all who participated in the Up ‘til Dawn
letter writing party!! It was a
complete success. We ended
up writing over 6,000 letters,
and this is just the beginning!
We exceeded the amount of
letters from last year just in
the party, and we are receiving
more letters every day!
This is a reminder that

you should keep writing letters. It is not too late! We
will be accepting letters up
until the finale event in April
so there is plenty of time to
write your 50 letters. Remember that if you write 50
letters you will be entered
into the drawing for free
tuition for one semester
at the finale event! Right
now Sigma Alpha Epsilon is
in the lead with the most letters. Close behind is Phi Delta
Theta and then the Women’s

Volleyball team. Keep writing
letters!! Every one of them
makes a difference. If you
need more letters or you need
to drop your letters off, stop
by the Up ‘til Dawn office
on any Monday-Thursday.
If you have questions
about anything please don’t
hesitate to contact me at kate.
cormier@erau.edu or stop by
the office. Thanks again for
all who participated and keep
writing letters because it’s For
the Kids!
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Meet your student representatives

Here at Embry-Riddle, we
all have ups and downs. But it
is how we deal with those ups
and downs that determine how
well we enjoy ourselves here
at
Riddle.
As
your
Residence
Life Representative, it
is my goal to
smooth those
bumps for
not only the
2,000-plus
Bryan
on-campus
Dietz
students, but
Student Rep. for the entire
student body.
I am a Pittsburgh, PA native
and an Air Traffic Management
major here at Embry-Riddle.
Outside of the Student
Government
Association

(SGA), I find some time with
the Catholic Student Union,
Embry-Riddle Resident Student
Association (EERSA) and
on the ice on weekends as a

“

This is your
school and we are
working on elimnating all the bumps
-BRYAN DIETZ

”

member of the Embry-Riddle
Ice Hockey Team. With these
activities, I have much planned
for the SGA this year. I am currently working with the Progress

Committee, to improve campus
life for students, the Constitution
Committee to improve the continued integrity of the SGA, and
with the Safe Ride Committee,
to serve our students after hours.
Also after being the Task Force
One president, I am working
with the new executive board to
make that organization the best
it can be.
I urge all students to use your
SGA for any need you may
have. This is your school and
we are working on eliminating those bumps through college, one student at a time. We
are always looking for suggestions or people wanting to get
involved.
If you ever need anything at
all, feel free to e-mail me at
Bryan.Dietz@erau.edu. I am
YOUR Representative.

Legal Eagle takes flight
Luca Cerbuchi

Student Representative

Did you ever find yourself in
some sort of legal complication
which you just didn’t know
how to handle? Be it a Driving
Under the Influence (DUI)
arrest, a license suspension, or
simply troubles with your rental contract, trying to navigate
through the legal labyrinth of
laws, documents and procedures can be a task so daunting
that it just doesn’t seem worth
the effort, and at times it really
isn’t. Plus, there’s always the
added risk that you miss a tiny
detail, which could give you
the upper hand in a case.

If you ever happen to find
yourself in some sort of legal
issue, we might be able to
help. SGA’s Legal Eagle program has established networks
with several professional law
firms across Daytona Beach
to offer you free consultations
with most of the problems that
could potentially arise during
your years in college.
Anonymity is guaranteed to
all those taking advantage of
this service, which aims to
provide you with a complete
view of what your options are
in a particular situation. Even
though lawyers are not necessarily required to go to court
free of charge, having a professional draft a road map of what

you could do will save you a
great deal of time and effort,
while giving you the assurance
that you haven’t missed any
important details.
If you ever find yourself in
trouble, don’t hesitate to stop
by the Student Government
office and ask for information
about the Legal Eagle program. We will put you in contact with a law firm that has a
reputation for handling your
particular issue, or simply give
you a general information list
if you do not wish to share
your concern. Whatever the
case, Legal Eagle is a free program we designed exclusively
for students: don’t wait to take
advantage of it!

My name is Luca Cernuschi
and I have recently been granted the privilege of serving as
International Student Representative of the Student Representative
B o a r d .
Originally
I’m Italian,
but since an
early age I
have had to
move around
a lot – mainly because
Luca
of my parCernuschi
ents’ line of
Student Rep. work – and
so I ended up
spending most of my childhood
shifting between Southern
Africa, the Middle East and
Southeast Asia. It was an interesting experience, and like any

it had its perks and drawbacks.
First off, I wanted to thank
everyone who supported me in
this campaign. Being a member
of the Student Representative
Board is indeed a privilege;
definitely a worthwhile one,
with its fair share of work and
commitment, and one which I
am glad to have been granted.
As an International Student
Representative my main job
will, of course, be to tailor to
the requirements of the international community here at
Embry-Riddle. To this end, one
of the projects which I plan to
be working on during this year
will be creating a shuttle service for incoming international
freshmen, a lot like the current highly successful Orlando
Shuttle program.
A second project which I

plan to work on next semester is an International Student
reunion. This gathering would
be aimed at getting EmbryRiddle’s international alumni
to meet on a yearly basis to
present current undergraduates
with the expectations, requirements and possibilities which
the industry sets for foreign
nationals.
While my main focus
throughout my term in SGA
will be international students,
it certainly won’t be my only
one. I’m always eager to listen
to new ideas, so if you have
any suggestions, recommendations or comments, whether
related to international students
or not, feel free to drop me a
line at Luca.Cernuschi@erau.
edu or stop me when you see
me walking by.

Soaring: from tower to sky
Nathan Mulder

Student Representative
“Riddle XYZ clear to taxi from
Romeo two to Runway 7L…”
As flight students and students
in the aviation world, we are
used to hearing clearances like
this, but what is really going
on during each stage of the
flight? What goes on behind
the scenes both here at EmbryRiddle and with our local Air
Traffic Control? Your Student
Government Association Flight
Line Satisfaction Committee,
which meets every Wednesday
at 3:30 p.m. in the SGA office
(meetings are always open to
any students who would like

to attend), is working to bring
a new program to the EmbryRiddle flight line called,
“SOARING: Tower to Sky.”

“

[Soaring] will give
students a chance
to get to know more
about the flight line
-NATHAN MULDER

”

This program, which is like a
“flight line day,” will bring students a chance to get to know

Advertisement

more about the flight line and
future plans, meet their training
managers and instructors, take
part in an question and answer
session with DAB Air Traffic
Control and much, and much
more. This first annual event
is scheduled to take place in
the College of Aviation atrium
on Wednesday, Nov. 28, 2007,
from 5 p.m. until 7 p.m. Food
will be provided and great
prizes will be handed out to
students, including some free
flight time!
Currently, the committee is
still working out all the details,
but it is sure to be an awesome
event! Keep watching for more
details as we get closer to the
event!
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Airlines asked to
reduce flights to JFK
Matt Smith

Staff Reporter

The U.S. Department of
Transportation (DOT) has said
that it wants airlines operating
into John F. Kennedy Airport in
New York to reduce their schedules at peak times to ease congestion. The DOT also said
that if airlines fail to voluntarily reduce their schedules, they
reserve the right to impose mandatory schedule cuts, the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution reported.
The airport itself has seen a
boom in traffic over the past
couple of years, primarily due
to jetBlue’s extreme growth and
international expansion by legacy carries – namely Delta and
American Airlines. Operations
at JFK airport increased 41 percent from March 2006 to August
2007. During this same time, ontime arrivals fell from 69 percent

to 61 percent and flights delayed
more than one hour increased
114 percent.
The DOT has said that it they
would like to cap the amount
of flights per hour at JFK to 80
during peak times and 81 during
non-peak times. Currently, JFK
averages 115 flights per hour
and delays are common, even
on days with good weather. The
airport was also recently designated, by the DOT, as a Level
3 congested airport – the worst
rating possible. Before this,
Chicago’s O’Hare was the only
other airport in the nation to fall
under Level 3 congestion.
Continental Airlines and others have recently expressed their
opinion on the plan to reduce
flights into JFK because they are
afraid that the other New York
City airports, namely LaGuardia
and Newark, will become even
more congested.
The Port Authority of New

York and New Jersey, the agency
that runs the New York metro airports, has criticized the DOT for
its lack of ingenuity in determining a solution to solve the congestion problem. Port Authority
officials have said that they have
come up with over ten ideas to
relieve congestion, but the DOT
just wants to avoid the problem
and impose caps. One idea is to
use Stewart Airport in Newburgh,
N.Y. to relieve congestion, mainly for cargo flights. They claim
that by capping flights at JFK,
the DOT would be taking money
and revenue away from the airports.
If the flight caps are eventually imposed, aviation analysts
believe that the price of the
flights into and out of JFK will
increase. They believe that while
it will give less of a choice to the
consumer, the airlines will benefit because they will be making
more money on fewer flights.
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President Bush will Midair collision
nominate Sturgell ends happily
to head FAA
There were no injuries in the
Acting FAA administrator
Robert Sturgell will be nominated by President Bush to fill that
position for the next five years,
the White House announced on
Tuesday. Sturgell, 48, formerly
was a senior policy advisor
at the NTSB, flew for United
Air Lines, and was an instructor at the Navy’s Top Gun
Fighter Weapons School. He
has been deputy FAA administrator since 2003. He is also
an attorney and has practiced
aviation law at the Washington,
D.C., law firm Shaw Pittman.
“Bobby has worked tirelessly
to modernize our nation’s air
traffic control system,” White
House press secretary Dana
Perino said. “He has over three
decades of real world experience in the field.”

midair collision of a Cessna
152 and a Piper Saratoga five
miles out of Republic Airport
on Long Island early Sunday
evening. Airport spokesman
Gary Lewi told Newsday that
the two aircraft, both based
at Republic, “bumped” each
other about 6:15 p.m. while
they were both heading back
to the airport. The Saratoga
lost about a foot of wing,
causing a fuel leak, while the
Cessna had wing and windshield damage. Both landed
uneventfully (except for all
those trucks on the runway).
The U.S. aviation community has made significant
progress in efforts to improve
on-airport safety in the last
two months, the FAA said on
Monday. “Recent close calls
at some of our nation’s busiest airports show that action

must be taken to reduce the
risk of runway incursions and
wrong runway departures,”
the FAA said in a statement.
Representatives of airlines,
airports, air traffic control
and pilot unions, and aerospace manufacturers, met
with the FAA in August and
agreed to work together to
improve cockpit procedures,
airport signage and markings, air traffic procedures,
and technology. The FAA’s
statement includes a progress
report on what actions have
been taken. The list includes
new taxiway markings at 52
large airports and 24 smaller ones, the completion of
runway safety reviews at 20
major airports, the expansion
of recurrent training requirements to more airport users
such as FBO operators and
airline mechanics, a review
of taxi clearance procedures,
and the expansion of a voluntary reporting system for
safety issues.

A380 makes first air carrier flight
Ren Xun Kwok

Staff Reporter

After 37 years with Boeing
holding the top place for the largest passenger aircraft in service,
Airbus has taken over that position with their first commercial
flight of the new super jumbo
jet, the A380. Singapore Airlines
(SIA) and Changi Airport (SIN),
Singapore’s international airport, are the airline and airport
handling the first commercial
flight of the A380. After almost
two years of delay with the
delivery of the super jumbo jet,
SIA has once again maintained
its reputation for product innovation and service excellence,
and is still keeping itself in the
forefront of the industry.
To mark this event, SIA teamed
up with ExxonMobil Aviation,

eBay and Paypal to auction all
the seats on its inaugural flight
and donated all the proceeds to
a charitable cause. About $1.3
million was raised from the
auction. “The first commercial
A380 flight will be a moment
in aviation history. It will be
a once-in-a-lifetime experience,
on an
aircraft that will
mark
a
new
chapter in
air travel.
And while we
will celebrate the

event, we also wish to remember the people who are less for-

tunate and can be assisted by
the charities to which all the
proceeds will go” said Chew,
CEO of SIA.
Enthusiasts from all over the
world that bid and won the seats
made special trips to Singapore
just to partake in this event.
Among the 450 passengers,
Thomas Lee from California can
be called the be the most special guest; he was on Pan Am’s
world’s first Boeing 747 commercial flight from
New York

to London in 1970. “The
flight was spectacular, just truly

awesome. I’m thrilled beyond
words actually. Just extremely
excited. On a scale of 1 to 10,
I’d put it at 12,” said Lee.
With SIA in line to receive
the next four A380s in 2008,
“SIA intends to replace its
entire fleet of Boeing 747s with
the A380 by year 2012” said
Stephen Forshaw, SIA’s Vice

President of Public Affairs.
SIA will be starting its daily
nonstop flights to London in
January 2008, followed by daily
flights Tokyo, Hong Kong and

Advertisement

San Francisco. Qantas, and
later Emirates, will receive their
A380s later in 2008.
Captain Robert Ting, the pilot
in command of the flight, said,
“Although it’s bigger and heavier, the A380 does not pose any
special problem that the pilot has
to cope with. Despite its size and
weight, the airplane is very agile
and fantastic in its response.” He
added that “it flies very much
like the A340-500 which I have
previously flown.”
The SIA A380 features a
three-class configuration, with
Economy, Business and the
Singapore Airlines Suite. The
new economy class seats feature
improved design that provides
more room and knee space, a
10.6 inch wide screen with full
video and audio on-demand, inseat laptop power supply and
USB ports for built-in office

applications.
The business class sees the
A380 version of a seat that converts into a fully flat bed with
a separate sleeping surface, the
A380 version sees an increase in
size and luxury.
Finally, the newest cabin product from SIA is the Singapore
Airlines Suite, “a class beyond
first” said Stephen Lee, Chairman
of SIA. This class features seats
finished in soft leather with
mahogany wood trim, a separate full size bed with a single
piece mattress almost six and a
half feet in length and 28 inches
wide, a 23 inch LCD screen, a
large dining table and a personal
lounge area to hold meetings or
just to entertain a fellow passenger. John Leahy, CEO of Airbus,
added, “This is clearly going to
be the best interior the A380
will ever see.”
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Harmony attached; P6 moved to new home
Ben Cooper

Space Tech. Editor

GREG FRECHETTE/AVION

DISCOVERY’S STS-120 MISSION BEGINS as it clears the tower riding on nearly 7.5 million
pounds of thrust at 11:38:19 a.m. EDT Oct. 23. It was the third shuttle in a row to launch on time,
on the first try. Discovery successfully reached the international space station on Thursday.

Astronauts aboard the shuttle
Discovery successfully added the
first new pressurized module to
the space station since 2001 on
Friday, and began the move of
a gigantic solar array and truss
platform to its final location.
Following their successful
liftoff from the Kennedy Space
Center Tuesday morning at
11:38:19 a.m. EDT - the third ontime launch of a shuttle in a row
- Discovery linked up with the
orbiting outpost Thursday morning at 8:40 a.m.
On Friday, spacewalking astronauts Scott Parazynski and Doug
Wheelock spent just over six
hours outside the complex as the
new Harmony module was lifted
out of the shuttle’s payload bay
and attached to a temporary port
on the side of the station’s Unity
module. Harmony will remain
here until the shuttle leaves, as
the final location of Harmony is
at the end of the Destiny module
where the shuttle currently docks
to. Future shuttle missions will
dock to Harmony.
The first major task of the
mission out of the way, astronauts Parazynski and Dan Tani
on Sunday then unbolted and
removed the gigantic 35,000
pound P6 solar array truss structure. The first of four giant solar

Chinese launch moon mission
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor
The China National Space
Administration took another step
in space exploration by launching that nation’s first lunar probe
last week, Spaceflightnow.com
reported.
Chang’e 1 was launched from
the Xichang launch complex in
China on Oct. 25 local time. A
Long-March 3A rocket lifted the
probe into a highly elliptical orbit
for transfer into the moon’s sphere
of influence; as of press time, it is
expected to reach lunar transfer
orbit by Oct. 31 and begin actu-

ally orbiting the moon six days
later. The first usable scientific
data is expected by the end of
November.
The Chang’e 1 probe’s sensor loadout includes three-dimensional imaging systems for
mapping, microwave radiation
detectors, and the ability to locate
more than a dozen elements on
the lunar surface, an important
step toward manned missions
and future bases. The Chinese
state-run news agency Xinhua,
however, quoted Ouyang Ziyuan,
the chief scientist of the Chang’e
1 project, as saying that this event
is not indicative of a large, longterm lunar plan. Others involved

in the project agreed, citing the
lack of experience in the program
and the need to advance technology first.
“Humanity will go through
three phases in lunar explorations, including lunar probing,
manned moon landing and setting up a lunar base,” Luan Enjie,
chief commander of the project,
told Xinhua. “Lunar probing is
just a single, isolated incident
without a long-term vision.”
On that note, however, Xinhua
also released information about
future projects, including a sample-return lunar rover and nextgeneration rockets for lifting more
mass into orbit and beyond. In

2003 and 2005, China launched
its first two manned space missions, sending “taikonauts” into
Earth orbit.
Several systems have already
bee activated aboard the spacecraft, including beacons in
preparation for several coursecorrection maneuvers over the
next several days. Facilities in
Shanghai, Beijing and the provinces Kunming and Urumqi
are using Very Long Baseline
Interferometry technology to
compute orbit projections quickly.
Chang’e takes its name from a
goddess who flew to the moon in
an ancient Chinese legend.

Advertisement

arrays, P6 was launched in 2000
and was placed on the station’s
vertical axis. Now, P6 is being
moved to the end of the station’s
backbone truss, in line with the
other arrays. As of Sunday, the
move was only half over, with
two of the five planned spacewalks on the flight now completed.
Shortly before docking,
Discovery performed the rendezvous pitch maneuver, a postColumbia backflip to allow the
astronauts inside the station to
photograph and observe all sides
of Discovery’s heat protection

system and look for damage. No
problems were observed and the
shuttle was deemed so clean that
a more focused inspection was
scrapped.
In addition to the major hardware moves, Dan Tani traded
places with station resident Clay
Anderson to become the latest
Expedition crewmember. Tani
will remain on the station until the
next shuttle flight in December,
while Anderson, onboard since
June, returns with Discovery.
Discovery’s 14-day mission is
planned for an end on Nov. 6 with
a nighttime landing at 4:47 a.m.

PHOTO COURTESY NASA

DISCOVERY IS SEEN HALF way through its rendezvous
pitch maneuver, a backflip designed to let astronauts on the
station check for damage before docking to the outpost.

Upcoming Cape Launches
The second flight of the Delta 4-Heavy rocket has a new
launch date of Nov. 8 at 8:44 p.m. EST, with a 125 minute
launch window. The huge vehicle will carry DSP-23, the last in
a series of Defense Support Program missile-warning satellites.
A preview of the flight will be published in next week’s Avion if
the flight remains on schedule.
NET Nov. 7/8
Delta 4-Heavy
First operational flight
Last DSP satellite
Launch window: 8:44 10:50 p.m. EST

Dec. 6
Space Shuttle Atlantis
STS-122 / ISS flight
Europe’s Columbus lab
Launch time: 4:34 p.m EST
+/- 5 min. window

Dec. 10
Atlas 5
Classified NRO sat.
Launch time: TBA

Dec. 20
Delta 2
Next GPS satellite
Launch window: TBD
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‘Dan in Real Life’ is real good to moviegoers

Dan In Real Life

Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor
“Dan In Real Life” isn’t the
best movie ever. It’s not even
the best romantic comedy ever,
or the best “make you think
about life and your future with
someone” movie.
In fact,
about half the time it’s generic and common and doesn’t
really make you interested in
seeing it.

The other half the time,
though, it’s fantastic.
Steve Carell, famous for “The
Office” and several comedy
movies lately, plays a widower
with three daughters, each wanting something that he’s denying
them. One wants to learn how
to drive, while another wants
some time with him. The third
calls him a “murderer of love;”
enough said. So he takes a break
from his job writing an advice
column for the local paper and
leaves for a family reunion at
a lake house. It’s a full house,
with his two brothers (including
one played by Dane Cook), parents, sisters-in-law, nieces and
nephews.
Still frazzled by his daughters’
collective wrath, he leaves to
visit a local bookstore and meets
Marie (Juliette Binoche), immediately falling for her. They talk
for a time, and then she leaves in
a rush. He wanders back to the
house… and finds that she is his
brother’s new girlfriend. Drama
mixed with a unique flavor of
family-wielded humor ensues.
The rest of the plot has a lot
of predictable turns, but the real
value of this movie is the realism,
the feeling that the characters
and events are more plausible
than many films that come out
nowadays. Carell and Binoche

don’t look glamorous, they look
real; he has bags under his eyes
for much of the movie, and she
makes a halfhearted effort to
cover her wrinkles. The parents
act like my parents, providing
the best advice they can (that
doesn’t always work) and nearly
everyone in the movie has one
good, dry, stabbing comment
that the audience loved.
Moreover, I find that seeing Carell and Cook in roles
that aren’t pure comedy is a
refreshing change. That they
can take on roles like these
and evoke a whole range of
emotions has to make you
respect them more as actors. I
thought the script was good,
but it was the people playing the roles that made the
movie stand out among a
relatively populated field of
comedy-romance-unrequitedlove flicks.
It’s not a family film,
and I wouldn’t call it a
happy film. But it is a good
film, doing some things well
and other things perfectly.
It
makes
you
look
at what you want, what
you can have, and how
those things tie in with what
you’ve got. If you’re looking for that, and not
a laugh a minute, see it.

PHOTO COURTESY BUENA VISTA PICTURES

Far-Less gives more Motion City keeps moving along
in their new album

A Toast To Bad Taste
Far-Less

John W. Smith III

Entertainment Editor
Sometimes trumped by the
monster of Dave Matthews
Band, Virginia native bands
have a hard time getting their
music to the world without
being overshadowed by big
names. However, somewhere in
the Marion/Blacksburg/Marion
area lies a hidden gem of a band
named Far-Less. The newly
formed sextet recently released
their second full-length album,
A Toast To Bad Taste. Produced
on the indie faith-based label
Tooth and Nail, the new album
has a mature melodic sound
that would please fans of Snow
Patrol yet keep fans of modern
alternative begging for more.
A Toast To Bad Taste is by far
a very different sound than previous albums. Their first fulllength, Everyone Is Out To Get
Us, and EP Turn To The Bright,
gave an interesting combination
of heavy screaming and melodic voice rhythms that caught
the ears of many scene band
fans and even grabbed MTV
News enough to feature FarLess on their news sequence,
“Hear It First.” A Toast To Bad
Taste features newest member
Elizabeth Pina on keys and a

lineup of songs that is hard to
categorize into just one genre.
With the opening song, “A
Toast To Bad Taste,” which has
infectious guitar riffs, a crescendo that seems to open and
close the verses, an easy singalong chorus and a drum beat
that seems would need math
to fit the song, it is hard to
move past this song because
it seems that the entire album
has already been experienced.
Moving along with piano segues, the album seems to really
kick off with “A Thin Line,”
which has the attitude of “let’s
get this show on the road.”
The album as a whole does
not have a definitive feel, yet
each song is unique in its own
way, which makes for great lis-

Even if it Kills Me
Motion City Soundtrack

Peter Richardson
Staff Reporter

“

Which makes for
great listening no
matter what mood
you are in ...
-JOHN W. SMITH III

”

tening no matter what mood
you are in. Other songs that
impress are “Keep Keep,” “It’s
Not Me, It’s You,” “ I Gave In,”
and “Surprise Funeral (For the
Charmed).” If there is anything
that gives the album a spark, it
is the lyrics and creative segues between songs. Different
than any previous albums, bassist Joseph Powers says,” I’m
really proud of it.” And proud
Far-Less should be, because of
the intricate and melodic songs
they’ve produced on A Toast To
Bad Taste.
This band has yet to make an
album that does not impress me,
and they realize it’s not about
the amount of fans they have or
albums they sell, but about the
incredible music they produce.

PHOTO COURTESY MOTIONCITYSOUNDTRACK.COM

Federation has nothing new to offer
“hyphy” and is the west coast
equivalent of “crunk.” This
style, with its focus on “wild-

“
It’s Whateva
Federation

Matt Goldberg

Guest Reporter

PHOTO COURTESY TOOTH AND NAIL

Motion City Soundtrack is
one of those bands which listeners usually either love or hate
right from the start. Personally,
I was a fan of their first two
albums, and their catchy
rock-pop sounded somewhat
fresh way back in 2002 when
their debut I Am the Movie
was released. Because of this
prior experience with MCS I
had expectations for their new
release Even if it Kills Me and
I am happy to say that most of
these expectations were met.
Being Motion City’s third
album, I did expect a somewhat
more mature sound compared
to their other releases but I was
slightly surprised what direction
that new sound was in. A lot of
Motion City’s prior albums had
a nice, unclean, gritty sound to
them, as if the band had gone
in and recorded the album in
one go. The sound was still
all kinds of peppy and bouncy
but there was a level of unfinishedness to their recordings.

This latest release does away
with most of that feeling and
the album sounds polished and
clean throughout. While this is
not necessarily a bad thing, it
did surprise me at first.
Even with the cleaner sound,
Motion City Soundtrack is still
a combination of pop with rock
and they do not depart much
from the material that made
them famous. All of the songs,
once you get past the cleaness, sound quite similar to their
other stuff. The only change I
noticed is a slight slide more
into the pop department rather
than the rock department. Most
of the songs on this album were
clearly intended for radio play
and have attempted catchy choruses. Sadly, something about
their intended catchiness makes
them uncatchy to me and thus
they sound just plain popish.
Even if it Kills Me even has the
required pop album slow song
thrown into the mix, which I
considered an instant skip after
the first time I heard it. In general though most of the tracks
on this album are quite good
and most of them are worth
repeated listens.
Overall Even if it Kills Me
sounds a bit more poppy but
it is still the same Motion
City underneath. Because of
the of the similarity between
this and Motion City’s past
work if you enjoyed the last
two albums you will probably
enjoy this album as well. The
departure from gritty rock-pop
to more generic pop-rock
is
slightly
disappointing, but even that can’t kill
the good vibe of this album.
Make sure to also check out
Motion City Soundtrack at the
House of Blues in Orlando on
Halloween for what is sure to be
a great show.

With the release of their newest album It’s Whateva, Doonie
Baby, Goldie, and Stresmatic,
better known together as
Federation, have created yet
another album that is uniquely
their own style. According to
their website, this style is called

Unfortunately it
is almost impossible to recommend
this CD to
anyone ...
-MATT GOLDBERG

”

ly energetic dancing, music,
and car culture,” originated
in Oakland before spreading
throughout the Bay Area.
As with their other albums,
the group teamed up with
veteran producer Rick Rock,
who has produced albums for
superstar hip hop artists such
as Jay-Z, Busta Rhymes, and
even Tupac. His influence and
reputation helped to land guest
appearances for this album by
major artists like Snoop Dogg

and E-40.
This album will most likely
be popular with previous fans
of the group and the genre
although it is pretty unlikely
that it will draw any new fans
to their music. This is because
the group sticks with the same
sound and the style as their
previous albums.
The album actually begins
with a half joking warning
about the violent, sexist, profane nature of the material contained in it. The songs on this
album have a decidedly digital
flair to them with a narrator like
voice speaking over the intro to
a couple of the songs. The
track list even includes four
“skits” that act almost as intros
to the songs they precede.
Unfortunately it is almost
impossible to recommend
this CD to anyone, including fans of rap and hip-hop.
Many of the tracks have lyrics that are almost impossible to comprehend because
the bassline is louder than the
people singing. This was even
with the bass turned all the way

down and the treble all the way
up on the stereo I was listening
on. Also, the rhymes just aren’t
as clever or as smooth as many
of the mainstream hip-hop
artists that are established in
the industry right now.
In the end, for my money
at least, I’d rather pay for
Kanye or 50 Cent’s new-

“

This album will
most likely be popular with previous
fans of
the group ...
-MATT GOLDBERG

”

est platinum selling albums
because at least with them
you get the added entertainment value that the
two of them might fight or have a
stare
down
at
the
next awards show.
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SUDOKU

SIMPLE

INTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE

DIFFICULT

All the little things
ACROSS
1 Tree knot
6 Cincinnati baseball team
10 Famous cookies
14 Desert pond
15 Cleveland’s Lake
16 Slang meaning “Being uncool like
repetition of old Chuck Norris jokes.”
17 To improve by critical editing
18 Prayer ending
19 Academy (abbr.)
20 The Seven ___
21 Camel relatives from South America
23 Expression of surprise
24 Test
26 Historically known as Formosa
28 Artist’s workplace
31 Lot
32 Internal Revenue Service (abbr.)
33 Chemical compound
36 1999 Laura Linney film
40 Eat lightly
42 Dance movement
43 tepee - t = ?
44 Greek sandwich
45 Gesture of respect
48 Sphere
49 Parent-Teachers’ Assoc.
(pl.)
51 Native American
Indians in the Plains
53 Social outcast
56 ___ Doc Duvalier
57 Odense, Denmark
airport code
58 Beliefs and opinions
held as true
61 Company symbol or
trademark
65 Earring need
67 Nuncupative
68 Slid on the snow
69 Touch or be next to
70 What a clock tells
71 Greased
72 Reserve Officers
Training Corps.
73 Engage in a boxing
match
74 Writing tables
DOWN
1 Pop ___ the Weasel
2 What you are called
3 American Society of
Escape Artists (abbr.)

4 Washed off
5 Former British currency
6 Domain
7 First name of creator of original
version of “Piece of My Heart”
8 Day, in Rome
9 Member of the upper house of
Congress
10 A French phrase meaning “in the
manner of”
11 Popinjay
12 City
13 Site of Napoleon III’s capture
21 Between Vietnam and Thailand
22 __ Francisco
25 Dozen
27 Small island
28 Yodel
29 Helen of __
30 Now Commonwealth of Independent
States
31 Crash ___ Dummies
34 Mr. Holland’s ___, 1996 movie
35 Deface the face
37 Unsolved Problems of Noise (abbr.)

38 Plant or animal occupying area
from initial stage to climax
39 Greek goddess of youth
41 Shoshonean Pueblo Indian
45 Conspiracy, with “in”
46 New England soda fountains
47 Jabber (slang)
50 Little bit
52 __ talkie
53 Completely opposite
54 Philippine dish with marinated
chicken or pork
55 Argue against and disprove
56 Whiter
59 Firm grasp
60 “That’s All Right, ___ by Elvis
Presley”
62 Essential ___
63 Carnival performer of
disgusting acts
Submit your completed crossword
64 Chances of winning
to our office in SC 110. All correct
66 Catchall abbreviation
entries will be entered to win a $10
68 Clump of grass

Barnes & Noble gift card. Entries are
due Friday by 5 p.m. Winner will be
announced in the next issue.
Good luck!

Last Issue

Fruits & Veggies
WINNER: Tia Lilliman
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Ormond by the Sea
2 roommates wanted on the
beach side, close to ocean. Furnished with cable and wireless
internet. $450 a month per
room. Contact Brian at
386-405-2081 if interested.

Nice room for Rent
room for rent in port orange.
1 bedroom and full bath. new
carpet and paint non-furnished.
clean big size living rm and kitchen w/ florida rm. quiet neighborhood with property. washer/dryer included. quiet,easy going
person to live with.only 550.00
a month,utilities included.

Student Roommate Wanted
New House to share with 2
students. 2400 sq ft, 2 furnished bedrooms to share bath.
$550/month each room includes
all. Off street parking, cable,
utilities, internet access, washer, dryer use of furnished
commmon areas, patio, and yard.
Serious students and nonsmokers only. Sandra 386-453-8500

Female, nonsmoker
to share beachside home in
daytona beach. Close to campus, walking distance to beach.
Completely furnished. $450.00/
month plus utilities. If interested, call Sheryl 407-399-5607.

Looking for new roommate
I have a cool house in Daytona
2 br 1 bath, hot tub, w/d ,room
is furnished cable and net included, very clean and privite,
475.00 per month for everything,
very secure parking for
bikes as well as cars, 10
mins to Riddle, let me know
thanks Dan 386-316-6155

For Rent
Nice, clean, 2 bedroom 1
bath. fenced back yard, garage, super close to school
and shopping. 928 Boulder
av. South Daytona 32119.
386-527-2720 $700.00 a month

Ormond by the Sea
$1000 month shed-fenced back
yard, steps to beach washer
dryer-lawn icluded. 66 Carol Rd
Potential perfect student job
as tech writer for IT executive
in data center 30-80 hours a
month available, own schedule
to complete tasks. $30-50/hr is
target deal. IT experience or exposure helpful but not required
joe.jinkster@gmail.com

Room Available
Condo in Daytona Beach,
about four lights away “George
Town Lakes” . Very close to
the university. Invidual full
bathroom. Has Pool, Gym,
Club house, Tennis courts and
Screened Porch. Condo completely remodeled, and has washer/dryer. Can be available after
20 Oct. $500.00 a month, deposit only $250.00. 813-205-2510

Roommate Needed
12 x 10 Room available Nov.
1 in a 3 bed, 2 Bath home
on Villas Ln Port Orange.
Includes all utilities plus cable, internet, laundry. Home is
about 15 minutes from campus.
Shared bathroom and kitchen.
$500 a month. Price is
negotiable!!!!! Call Robert at
(516)351-2891

House for Rent
Two miles from erau--two bedrooms, large kitchen, large living
room, closed in patio, laundry
room--$600 Per Month--CALL
8am To 5pm Weekdays 257-4322

Beautiful house fot rent
Beautiful house in Ormond
Beach. Spring Meadow subdivision, 3200sqft of marble floor,
4 bedroom, 3 full bath, dining
room, living room, t.v. room
kitchen nook, laundry room,
Beautiful pool, 2 car garage,it’s
a must see, 15 min from
Embry-Riddle. The best location.
Call,
Sean
386-295-5686,
available now. $2500/month

Beachside house for rent.
Have 2 furnished rooms in Ormond by the Sea. Cable, laundry, kitchen, wireless internet.
Very close to ocean. $475.00
a room. Includes everthing.
Call Brian at 386-405-2081.

South Daytona Beach
Riverfront
1 BR/BA, New washer/
dryer, carpet, paint, tile, black
appliances, maple cabinets.
Fitness center, Pool, gated,
24-hour security, Immaculate condition $750. John
407-761-0109

Roommate needed
Looking for a quiet professional to share beautiful 3300
sq. ft. home in Ormond Beach.
Serious inquiries only. Please
contact Deanna at 386-299-7535.

Apartment for rent.
Typically $350 a month after
electric and internet. Close to
the school, quiet atmosphere.
Excellent for students who
need to get their work done
and save money. Males only.
Don’t miss out! Call or email
Eric at:(401) 617-1074 or
thompe28@erau.edu

Daytona Beach house for rent
Daytona house 2BDR/1BATH
fully furnished all utilities incl
uded(water,electric,phone(wit
h long distance),cable & wireless internet). Large front and
rear yard to included fencing.
Willing to rent house as a whole
for $1800 monthly or two preapproved students $900 per.
First & security. Pets welcomed.
Located 4 miles from campus.
We are looking for a fun, honest & clean person. Please call
386-257-9900 for more details.

Buying? Selling?
Place your ad
with us today!
www.avionnewspaper.com

Home on the river
Large beachside home on the
Halifax River. Wireless internet, pool, fully furnished, full
privileges, one price pays
all, close to ERAU. Call
386-252-6662

Room Available
Room available for a 2 bedroom
apartment at end of September.
Rent is $300 per month plus
split electricity and internet.
Located at Hidden Oaks apartments in South Daytona. Only
15 minutes away from campus.
Call Ryan at (828) 380-0949.

Roommate needed ASAP
Roomate needed ASAP, 5-7
minutes away from campus,
prviate room and bathroom, big
kitchen, washer and dryer in
apartment, $425 plus half of electric, cable and water included. No
deposit and no rent for
September! Please call Jolly
Kapoor at 386-341-9149 ASAP

House for Rent
Four bedroom house, two
bedrooms left. Fenced yard,
Washer & Dryer, Cable HDTV,
Internet in every room. Private Deck W/Jacuzzi, $400.
per month includes everything. $150 Deposit. Located
1 1/2 miles North of Campus
By Clyde Morris and Mason
Ave. Call Ron 386-235-2700.

Advertisement

Barrington Apts ~ $335/month
Room for rent. After electricity and internet, the rent is
usually around $330 a month.
Great roommates, great apartment. Excellent for students
looking for a quiet atmosphere.
5-10 minutes from ERAU.
Contact me at:
thompe28@erau.edu
or (401) 617 1074

employment
Part time Youth Minister
First Baptist Church of
South Daytona is receiving resumes for a Part-time
Minister of Youth. (Average church attendance is 225)
Please send resume to:
First Baptist Church South
Daytona. Attn: Youth Minister
Search
Committee
2197
Kenilworth
Avenue
South Daytona, FL 32119
OR
e-mail
to:
f b c s d p a s t o r @ c f l . r r. c o m

Loss Prevention Officer
Ocean Walk Shoppes is seek
ing
qualified
individuals
for
our
Loss
Prevention department part-time.
Night and weekend shifts
available, experience a plus
but not necessary.If interested,
call Katie at (386) 233-5685
for applications and interviews, serious inquiries only
please.

Automotive
‘78 Datsun 280Z
Silver with black interior. Automatic 6-cylinder in great condition. NO RUST! 94K miles.
$7,000
OBO
Call
Paul 484-429-1353

2004 Kia Amonte
For Sale 2004 Kia Amanti fully
loaded with only 23,500 miles
and 60,000 mile warranty.
Color gold with black leather
and wood grain interior, sunroof/moonroof, fully loaded,
4” monitor trip monitor, both
front seats powered with 2 position memory, stereo cassette
radio, 6 CD changer, custom
tinted glass, one driver always
garaged, all required services
performed by dealer, Price
$13,290, call 386-341-3663

Police Motorcycle
“1998”
Poilce
Kawasaki
with sidecar, painted. (Red,
white, and blue with Embry
Riddle Eagles and “Superman”
Logo). Save gas, one of a kind.
Garage kept, like new. $6,500.
Call (386) 767-1687 or (386)
295-0771. Your gain! My loss!
Over 10k invested. I’m 80 years
old and selling all my toys.

2003 Mazda 6i Sedan
Sporty sedan with spacious interior and sleek exterior. NonSmoker, one owner, perfect
first car. Silver exterior with
Black Leather interior (maintenance records available).
72K miles. 2.3 liter Cylinder
Engine, 5 speed manual trans.
Brand New Front Brake Pads
and Rotors. Professional Tint,
CD Player, Driver Side Power
Seat, Power Windows, Sunroof,
AC, Heated Front Seats, (2)
front cup holders, Rear seat center armrest w/(2) cup holders.

